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Impact of inter-and-intra tumor type TMB variability to Immune 
landscape

Charoentong et al., 2017, Cell Reports 18, 248–262

High
Mutation

Low
Mutation

Heterogeneity upon heterogeneity:
• There is heterogeneity in the immune 

landscapes of different tumor types 
• There is also heterogeneity between high and 

low TMB tumors of the same type
• The immune landscape is comprised of 

multiple dimensions that all play a role in 
determining response
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The cancer immune landscape is a relevant phenotype for IO-
responsiveness 

4

Likelihood of immune-mediated tumor rejection

• The focus of this session will be to investigate the interplay between 
epigenetic and somatic alterations, their influence on the cancer immune 
landscape, and ultimately their role in determining response to IO-based 
therapies.
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PD-L1 amplification level is significantly correlated with 
expression among inflamed tumors

Pan-Cancer ICR4 Pan-Cancer ICR1

Kyle Halliwill 
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1. What are the underlying genomic alterations that explain the variability of response to IO based therapies 
for tumors with high TMB?  Specifically, what molecular alterations are associated with cases that have 
high TMB and yet fail to respond to IO?  

Maulik Patel, PharmD/PhD, Senior Clinical Scientist II, AbbVie Inc., Redwood City, CA

2. How can knowledge of how somatic alterations influence the tumor microenvironment help us optimize 
immunotherapy combinations? Specifically, are there shared themes in these effects that can be exploited 
for improving therapy?

Vésteinn Thorsson, PhD, Senior Research Scientist, Institute for Systems Biology, Seattle, WA

3. What molecular alterations have a direct effect on epigenetics and how does this correlate with the cancer 
immune landscape and IO responsiveness?

Daniel D. De Carvalho, PhD, Assistant Professor, Department of Medical Biophysics, Faculty of Medicine, 
University of Toronto

4. What are the regulatory networks downstream of molecular alterations that are correlated  with the 
cancer immune immune-phenotypes  and response to IO-based therapies.  How do we identify the main 
regulators of these networks as potential targets to revert the immune silent phenotypes? 

Michele Ceccarelli, PhD, Research Fellow, AbbVie Inc., Redwood City, CA

Questions for breakout sessions
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Start with what we know.

What questions still remain to be answered?

What is our strategy to address these questions?

Guidance for discussion 



Example 1: Wnt beta-catenin



Example 3: IDH1 mutation and glioma



KRAS mutations lead to immunosuppresive myeloid cells by 

increasing GM-CSF 

PRAD, NSCLC



Cancer immunogenomics can be used to identify other 

possible assocations

Ding et al. 2018 Cell 173, 305-320
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Genomic Alterations and High TMB:
Alterations in DDR and Repair Genes - Impact on Mutational Burden and an 
Independent Effect of DDR Status on PFS and OS in mUC.

DDR: 
• DSB related (HR, 

FA, DSB detection)
• MMR
• NER
• Other

DDR Status ORR 

Any DDR Alts Vs WT 68% vs 19% (p<0.001)

Functional DDR Alts Vs 
WT

80% vs 19% (p<0.001)

VUS DDR Alts vs WT 54% vs 19% (p<0.001)

• In mUC , alterations in DDR genes were strongly associated with clinical benefit to anti-PD1/L1 treatment. 
• Q. What is the frequency of DDR genes alteration in UC and other solid malignancies? And, do DDR 

alterations, beyond MMR, impart similar IO response that can also be characterized as histotype-agnostic 
phenomena? 

• Q. How can we better characterize VUS alterations ? Clear need not just for DDR gene panel but also with 
other oncogenes/TSG?

• Harmonization of targeted gene panels to include all high frequency  DDR genes (FoundationOne Dx  etc.,), 
and the need for inclusion of additional low frequency DDR genes in the panel? 

• Macroscale: How do we evaluate the mechanisms that link DDR alterations, to TMB and neoantigen load, and 
IO response?

Teo m., JCO 2018



Cancer Cell Extrinsic

Example 1: DNA methylation in 
T cell exhaustion



Cancer Cell Intrinsic

Example 2: PBAF complex in 
Kidney Cancer



Cancer Cell Intrinsic

Example 2: PBAF complex in 
Kidney Cancer

Ghorani et al., Science 2018



Cancer Cell Intrinsic
Example 4: Expression of
repetitive elements in Cancer is 
predictive to response to IO



Cancer Cell Intrinsic
Example 4: Expression of
repetitive elements in Cancer is 
predictive to response to IO
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• To what extent is the immune landscape directed by the tumor?

– What are the known alterations that impact the environment?

– how do we modify this relationship for therapeutic IO potential?

• How do we standardize TMB in the clinical setting? 

– How does response vary with the degree or number of mutations?

– And how do we translate this understanding to a threshold in the clinic?  

– Should we use genomic alterations in DNA Damage Repair and Response 
genes instead of TMB?  Would that be a better predictor of response?

• How do we incorporate functional impact assessment into mutation 
assessment

• Why haven't epigenetic based therapies worked against solid tumors?

– Is it just due to poor drugs?

– What did we miss?

– How do we look at the impact on the immune landscape post epigenetic 
therapy?

– Do we need targeted demethylating agents?

Questions from breakout sessions
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• More data!!!!!

• High quality data and samples

• multi-dimensional data (Somatic, epigenetics, metabolomics)

• definitive immune landscape estimate

• Clinical outcomes tied to genomic information

• Standardizations across clinical measurements

• Complete patient phenotypic annotation including prior therapies

• Integrative modeling analysis

• Pre-competitive consortium wide effort is needed (NCI-PACT)

• There will be a presentation at the SITC Bio-marker meeting? 

•

Recommendations


